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Ordinary Miracle
...Celebrating 20 Years of Blessings & Accolades
On Saturday 25 September 2010, The Circle hosted
“Ordinary Miracle”, a gathering to celebrate The Circle’s
20th anniversary. We were delighted to see so many old and
new faces from our membership and Circle community. It
was an evening of warmth, ritual, beauty and connection.
As a part of the ritual, a series of blessings and accolades
were offered by various women throughout the evening.
The richness of their words were powerful and moving. As
such, we have chosen to offer them as the reflection for this
edition- for all the women who could not be with us that
evening, and for those who were and wished to savour these
words a little longer.

Blessings
A Blessing from the Ursuline Sisters
of Chatham
by Joan Stafford, Superior General
A Toast to:
• Women with dreams who have
given birth to memories
• Women with hope who have
engendered life choices
• Women with courage who have
embraced the questions
• Women with power who have
released endless possibilities
• Women with faith who believed in themselves,
in the divine mystery and in all of creation
• Women with tenacity who hung on even as the
thread was unravelling
• Women with inner strength who resisted the
temptation to leave it up to someone else
• Women with time and capacity who invest in
creative fidelity in celebration and struggle
• Women with enduring love who make a difference to
all of us
• Women who develop friendships that nourish the
soul
• Women with wisdom who called forth beauty in
time, in space, in relationships, to foster transformation and create ordinary miracles in abundance.

To all the Circle women from Patty to Kim:
•
who began this journey with a dream in a broom
closet
•
who were not deterred by adversity
•
who believed in the life force of the seed
•
sacred in its conception
•
strong in its pushing toward the light
•
bright in its new growth
•
sturdy in its sheltering from the storm
•
in its shading from the heat of the day
•
in its provision of nourishment for all creatures
•
and its display of loveliness, just
by being.
For the 20 years of waves and
ripples which have emerged from
here and around the world and
back;
• where we gather tonight to dream
new dreams,
• create new waves and ripples for
the next 20 years,
• and give birth to new memories.
We honour you, women of The Circle
and Beyond, and we delight in this
time together.
A Blessing from Brescia University College
by Colleen Hanycz, Principal
I remember very well sitting at a luncheon two years ago
when I was being considered for the Principal’s position
at Brescia. I asked the then Coordinator of the Council of
Trustees, Norm Pizzale, to describe for me The Circle.
Without hesitation, he said that The Circle is the ‘wild
younger sister of Brescia”! Over the past two years, I
have come to understand what Norm meant with that
definition, but I have also come to learn that The Circle
is so much more than that.
Meg Wheatley wrote that "Circles create soothing space,
where even reticent people can realize that their voice is

Ten years ago, Theresa Topic, the principal of Brescia at
the time, was asked to contribute a few words in
celebration of our 10th anniversary; here is a part what
she said: “ The Circle is our wild younger sister out in the
back yard… the younger sister you love dearly and know
Our Circle has welcomed countless voices...of every
you will continue to learn much from, but she’s a bit
tongue...of the reticent...of the bold...of the broken...of the risky. You’re never entirely sure she’ll behave herself at
strong. It has nurtured a choir of different voices, each
formal events; on the other hand, she has great friends
straining to be heard.
and throws one hell of a party.”
welcome". There is no doubt that our Circle has created a
soothing space...within its modest four walls.....within
Brescia...within the broader community... and within
each woman it has touched.

Our Circle has never existed as one closed round shape,
but consists rather of many individual links, each
clasping one another but eager to open the spaces
between to expand the circle.
For 20 years our Circle has been a blessing on Brescia
and for 20 years our Circle has blessed and been blessed
by the amazing women who have crossed its threshold.
On behalf of the Brescia community, allow me to
congratulate The Circle for the difference that it has
made for 20 years and that it continues to make, every
day, one connection at a time.
A Blessing from The Circle Women’s Centre
By Kim Young Milani, Director
Hello beautiful women…I am privileged to be here to
offer a blessing on behalf of The Circle, which essentially
means on behalf of all of us here and the multitudes of
women who are with us in spirit as we celebrate our 20th
birthday.

Well, I think we still know how to throw a great party,
and perhaps we still might not always behave ourselves,
however at 20, our vision has expanded and developed
and we are moving ourselves beyond the backyard and
out into the world around us.
However, regardless of how we twist and twirl, spiral and
swirl into the adventures of the future, reaching further
out into the fast moving global community, we remain
centred….rooted within the rich soil of our birth. We
remain committed to being a space where women can join
together to explore and celebrate the sacred in our lives
and articulate a spirituality expressive of our yearnings,
our hopes, and our wisdom. We continue to be dedicated
to circle processes of co-creation, shared leadership and
equal voice. We remain engaged in ritual as power for
transformation and change and will use the insights we
gain through our spirits to inform the actions in our lives.

A woman’s 20s can also be the time when she begins to
reflect on planting her own seeds, and becoming an
active participant in the creative process. Here beside me
is a young Hawthorne tree that will be planted out at The
If we take a minute to think of The Circle as a woman
Circle Labyrinth to represent a new seed, new life and
who is launching into her 20s, a range of feelings and
new growth for The Circle. A Hawthorne tree is also
images pop to mind. She still has an aura of youthful
known as a May tree because that is the time when its
enthusiasm, though it is now twinned with growing
beautiful blossoms grace its branches. With The Circle
maturity and an expanding consciousness. She
having been founded in May of 1990, it will be a perfect
maintains an element of playfulness, yet has reached a
time where she is taking on greater responsibilities, where seasonal reminder of the birth of The Circle.
she must leave the harbour of childhood and sail out into
the waters of womanhood and begin to navigate, explore Blessings upon The Circle for what has been.
and discover the vastness and complexities of our world. Blessings upon The Circle for what is right now in this
She is amid a rite of passage, ready to cross the threshold moment.
Blessings upon The Circle for the vibrant future yet to
and take charge of her own becoming.
come.

Mary Catherine Ann

Re-Membering Members...

Mary Catherine Ann was a first-wave feminist in London
who lived her beliefs fiercely while taking herself with
much good humour. As she moved deeper into her own
spirituality, she quietly developed her own style of bringing out the best in everyone she knew. She laughed about
re-writing how we do aging, and took on every adventure
that intrigued her. In her dying, as in her living, she
treasured loving relationships. She is a model for all of us
of living deeply and well. Mary passed on 28 July 2010.

Pat Capitano

Pat was a beautiful soul, full of kindness, spunk and
incredible generosity. She was an integral part of our
community at The Circle and in iWIL (The Institute for
Women in Leadership) at Brescia. We will greatly miss
her. She will always be remembered for her warm smile,
her enthusiasm for life and her embodiment of leadership
in that she was always, always willing to lend a hand
and help. Pat passed on 16 September 2010.

Ordinary Miracle Accolades
After the three opening blessings, we proceeded to a
series of accolades that were to reflect the facets of our
lives that have been touched and transformed through
our connection to feminist spirituality. Our emcee for
the evening, Sheila Horrell, introduced this portion of
the ritual and the use of the word “accolade” with
these remarks:
“We have had many experiences of Feminist
Spirituality and now celebrate our tradition of
ritual, personal and political change. We searched
for a word to express the types of remembrances
we wanted to share tonight and (in a circular
way!) finally came to the word accolade – by
definition, a ceremonial embrace. Hugs and
ceremony – perfect!! WE both embrace The Circle
and are embraced by it!”

ACCOLADES
The Seeds of The Circle
By Patricia (Patty) McLean, osu
& Margaret Simpson
Patty shares - It’s great to have this
opportunity to look back 20 years to
The Circle’s beginning. Margaret
and I were part of the original
Planning Circle of eleven. I had
brought to them a seed of an idea for a women’s
centre and an offer from Brescia to offer us space.
In that first year we took time, shared personal
experience, did ritual. It was a dynamic process
and that original idea underwent a magical
metamorphosis. We created together & embraced
a vision much bigger than any one of us. I was
affirmed in that process and I suspect others were
too. That personal affirmation of every woman
became a mark of The Circle and continues to be
its bedrock.
We also tried to really experience what it meant to
be “a circle“ – how to relate, how to be together
and how to discover and release to the world the
“seed of the sacred” which we knew we all
possessed. In every activity we planned, we
stretched the boundaries of what is considered

sacred and came to realize that The Circle was a
space – as our mission statement proclaims – a
space of safety and creativity where that power of
women would be liberated, acted out and
celebrated.
Margaret shares- There were very many gifts
available to receive and embrace during those first
few months of The Circle's life. As it turned out,
these were the very ones we wished for each
woman to receive as she accepted the invitation to
join us over time.
First, there was the shared delight we felt in the
challenge we had been offered, the opportunity to
work intentionally with women whom we had not
known, each of whom came by invitation from
one friend or another, and who shared our sense of
gratitude for this new creation. There were the
beautiful settings within which we met, and soon
the resources, a library collection, music, video, art
and craft. There was the felt presence of the
Ursuline community throughout its centuries of
spirituality and service. And there was Patty, the
greatest gift, the one who offered us endless
amounts of time to allow our work to ripen in
ways that satisfied.
There were seasonal celebrations, blessings of our
space, occasions for personal story telling and
herstory. Sometimes we circled around our
decisions for several months before we were ready
to entrust them into form. Sentence by sentence,
month by month, our mission statement came to
life.
Most memorable for me was the way we came to
trust that through the course of an evening largely
focused on ritual, conversation, often celebration,
there would emerge a nearly perfectly formed new
"circle", or new initiative which seemed just right
and easily affirmed by all of us, an opening into
our life which seemed magical at times since no
one of us had envisioned it in advance.
It is this beautiful creative process which we
celebrate tonight. It has been the thread which
each of us has held, which has excited and
inspired so many of us and for which we are
grateful.

Activism

The Arts

By Jennifer Hanke &
Karen Huiberts

By Lynette Richards

We know The Circle is a special
community. And so we are here
tonight to celebrate. The heart of
it, the body of it, being us, the
women, of course! Bless The
Circle. Bless our collective power!
There is a lot of courage in The Circle. The courage
it takes to carve out a reality from the inner world.
Take cue from intuition and the ancient
landscapes that live inside us and outside of our
bodies in the natural world. The courage it takes to
face the dark night’s grip with a tiny seed in hand
begging for the bloom. A faith in the mysterious
feminine. This spirit that comes from somewhere
secret, that shows up in the sparkles of eyes, has us
saying things that make some scratch heads,
furrow brows, roll eyes, and occasionally run.
Other times, it sparks a hunger and we share the
food we have been so graciously given. This spirit
that has Wo-manifested in many ways: In public
protests like--Take Back the Night; in the
re-education process, like—The Sophia Series and
Open Circle conversations. Also, in some of the
many rituals that have imprinted us at events
like—Maiden, Mother, Crone, the Brighid Festivals,
and the wholly unique Ritual of Re-Membering on
December 6th. Some of our greatest activist power
is cultivated in ritual.
There are many ways to be an activist. Activism is
how we en-act our collective vision and sense of
justice. The world is hungry for it in big and small
ways, right here in our city. May this new cycle of
The Circle usher in activism in plentiful forms.
May we continue to take courage from each
others’ example.
These are unstable times. These, too, are times ripe
with connection, awareness and meaning-making.
The human spirit loves opportunities to rise to the
occasion. Let’s rise right now in recognition of our
rebellious spirits who have led us to cultivate a
community with awakened eyes and a hunger for
justice. May we cheer on all acts made in solidarity
with peace and good heart.

I would like to express my deep
gratitude as an Artist for the
existence of The Circle over these
last 20 years. From the very
beginning of my time with The Circle, Beauty has
been present. It has been a deliberate part of every
event. There was visual beauty in the arrangement
of the altars in the centre of meetings. Attention
was taken. There was art, food, music, poetry, and
reverence. Some theorists say that Beauty is god;
and that there are only two motivators, beauty
and lament at the loss of beauty.
In 1992, at a Quaker Meeting, Margaret Simpson
and Carol Brooks invited me to become a part of
this bourgeoning group of ‘envisioners’. At that
time, the vision WAS the Open Circle. It’s
astonishing to me, looking back, that the simple
act of listening to each other speak from silence
into silence was so radical. But it was. I remember
well that the common daily experience of many
women was that no one asked how they were or
who they were, but at The Circle, once women
started to speak we universally recognised
ourselves in each other’s stories. We became
angry, we recognised that we shared deep sorrow,
we identified common values – we became visible
to each other. We made what was invisible
visible– and that made us less afraid and more
powerful. The creative process is the same whether
we are creating Art or ourselves or the world we
live in. The inner process involves: silence,
stillness, terror yet willingness to go into the dark
and stay there as long as it takes to come back
with some wisdom. The outward process involves
telling the truth and taking action. The Circle has
supported us to try things, and make mistakes,
take responsibility and recreate our world. We
understood that if every woman treasures herself –
body and soul – she will pay attention to her inner
voice, and act on her personal Truth and THAT
will change the world. And so I am grateful that
The Circle has been here encouraging selfexpression in all its forms and for its own sake,
because that is the mystical and prophetic
language of music, poetry, literature, and visual
art – and existence.

As a part of the evening’s ritual, we invited each woman who spoke a blessing or accolade to take a silver
ribbon from a basket and give it to our weaver, Ardath Finnbogason-Hill, who was seated behind a large
wheel-shaped frame created out of grapevine at the front of the room. Each strand was to represent the
weaving of their part of the story into our growing web of strength and solidarity for the last 20 years.

Leadership
By Susan Booth &
Anne Marie Madziak
Susan shares - For many of us gathered
in this room, and for a growing
number of women around the world,
feminist spirituality and leadership
are, in essence, the same thing. If we dare to
believe in a just and loving world, we must share
in the responsibility for changing the world in
ways that make it more just and loving. We must
answer the call to leadership in the name of what
we believe is possible. In our hearts is the desire to
find a better way – our way – to lead in this world.
Much of what we know to be true about the work
of sharing responsibility and the work of weaving
a more caring, inclusive world, we have learned at
and through The Circle. It is learning that is
grounded in experience, the most powerful kind of
learning.
And so it was our experiences at The Circle while
envisioning, then living the two Finders Keepers
gatherings and Re-Imagining Leadership that
women’s ways of leadership began to take a fuller
shape, a more meaningful articulation, and
became a more conscious practice field for many
of us. Learning that we now take into our
everyday lives:
•

•

We learned the importance of creating a safe
and supportive environment where we each of
us could find our courage to voice what we
knew from our hearts as well as from our
minds. We learned how to collectively “hear”
each voice into the choir of voices.
We learned the importance of ritual – time set
aside at the beginning of each meeting – to

•

•

•

•

•

“allow” our energies to align and pave the way
for synergy to occur.
We learned how to listen and respect the voice
of most resistance and find the truth in what
was being said, leading us always to a better
way.
We learned how critical reflection is to the
process – taking the time to ask ourselves such
vital questions as: Is this what we really want
and need? Is this in alignment with our
vision? Our heart’s deepest wisdom?
We discovered that every woman has her own
unique expression of leadership, along with
her own timing and pacing of when and how
she brings it forth to make a difference in the
process.
We learned how to recognise, support and
leverage the gifts that each person brings to
the group and how to make sure everyone’s
light gets a chance to shine.
We learned how to honour our commitment to
the process as well as to the end result - to be
there from the initiation all the way through to
the completion – from the brainstorming,
through the storming, to the final cleaning up
and celebration.

Anne Marie shares - We know deeply that what we
have learned at The Circle is of enormous
relevance to the world. The world needs to know –
as we do – that there is a better way. And in
knowing what we know to be true, we can
replicate the conditions in other corners of our
world – the respect, the honest presence with one
another, the trust that is born of that presence, the
appreciation for diversity, the mutuality, the
constant grounding in the work that is to be done.
We are, indeed, “made for these times”… we ARE
the leaders we seek. Nourished and sustained as
we are by our experiences of deep community, we
uncover in ourselves the courage we need to mend
this broken world. Every one of us has our own
knowledge of big and small acts of courage that
originated at The Circle.
Tonight we celebrate The Circle and its profoundly
transformative presence in our lives. We give
thanks to the small group of women who were
wise enough to know we needed it, and worked to
make it happen, and to the Ursulines and Brescia
University College for their faithful support over
the years. May The Circle continue to flourish and
spiral outward, inspiring and en-couraging us to
engage in the collective work of finding a better
way, working together to create the just and loving
world we desire and know is possible.

Ardath weaving the web of our stories.

Our Relationship with
the Earth
By Paula Marcotte & Margie
O’Connor
Margie shares - Well, Patty
brought back memories for me
when she talked about the
beginning of The Circle ... I was a young mom
with children, just trying to keep my head afloat,
and here we are twenty years later…
I have just recently been told the good news that I
am about to be a grandmother, so I’ll start our
comments with this excerpt from a poem by Drew
Dillinger [“Hieroglyphic Stairway”, love letters to
the milky way, Poets for Global Justice, 2010]
It’s 3:23 in the morning
and I'm awake
because my great, great grandchildren
won't let me sleep
my great, great grandchildren
ask me in dreams
what did you do while the planet was plundered?
what did you do when the earth was unravelling?
surely you did something
when the seasons started failing?
as the mammals, reptiles, birds were all dying?
did you fill the streets with protest
when democracy was stolen?
what did you do
once
you
knew?
By golly that’s a good question.
Paula shares - Perhaps you noticed on the cover of
the anniversary booklet, that the tag describing
The Circle has expanded. It now reads: The
Circle, Women’s Centre for Spirituality, Activism
and the Earth.
Today, The Circle is calling together its members
and others, to respond to the suffering of our
planet and its people at this pivotal moment in
time. Over the past twenty years, we have all
become more aware of the undeniable effects of
climate change, and the shaky foundations on
which our economies are built. We care deeply
about the future of our own and earth’s
grandchildren.

We are realising that we have to learn new ways
of living more in harmony with the needs of the
planet and life. There is a great longing for this.
Paul Hawkins author of Blessed Unrest spoke last
year in this auditorium about the million and
more social movements that he uncovered in his
research.
As one of these movements declares we must
awaken from our dreaming and consciously move
towards a more environmentally sustainable,
spiritually fulfilling and socially just way of living.
We must seek out signs of hope and prophets of
change. Here are a few examples:
In this auditorium, a few years ago, Sr. Paula
Gonzalez, from Ohio, spoke of ways to reduce the
oversize ecological footprint we in the technologically developed economies have at the expense of
the rest of the world. In this auditorium, not so
long ago, we heard Margaret Wheatley’s inspiring
stories of the impact of women’s circles as a new
form of leadership for change. In this auditorium,
we also heard the inspiring stories of the Sisters of
St. Joseph and the Ursulines’ new eco building
endeavours.
Margie shares: I’m really fascinated these days with
a butterflies thanks to a butterfly plant I was given
at my retirement. Did you know that when a
caterpillar reaches a certain point in its own
evolution, it becomes over-consumptive, a
voracious eater and it eats everything in sight.
At that same time, in the molecular structure of
the caterpillar, the imaginal cells become active.
Once in the cocoon, those imaginal cells wake up,
and they look for each other inside of the
caterpillar’s body. When enough of them connect
(they don't need to be in the majority) they
become the genetic directors of the future of the
caterpillar. At that point, the other cells begin to
putrefy and become what’s called the nutritive
soup—out of which the imaginal cells create the
absolute unpredictable miracle of the butterfly.
I believe that we at The Circle need to connect with
others to become these imaginal cells on the
planet right now. We are part of the great turning,
the transformation that is happening right now.
We celebrate and give thanks for the transforming
energy that has characterised The Circle, that will
continue and that Circle members put
out wherever they are.

Being a Blessing on the Earth
Stories and tips for inspiring eco-action:
Ugly Beauty- When we think of harmful chemicals
wafting up and polluting our air, images of smoke
stacks or diesel trucks come to mind. But according to
the David Suzuki Foundation, your beautiful bottle of
Pleasures or Chanel No. 5 is an apt picture to include
amid the culprits of air contaminators.
Recently the DSF highlighted a U.S. researchers report
that revealed one in eight of the 82,000 ingredients
used in personal care products are industrial
chemicals, including carcinogens, pesticides,
reproductive toxins, and hormone disruptors. These
chemicals have been linked to health and
environmental concerns, including cancer,
reproductive disorders, asthma and severe allergies.
This prompted the DSF to release “The Dirty Dozen” their list of cosmetic chemicals to avoid. They
include: BHA and BHT (found in moisturizers),
parabens (cosmetic preservatives), and parfum (a.k.a.
fragrance). For a complete list of this ugly truth, visit
www.davidsuzuki.org

A Hub of Excitement! This summer Tiffany
Roschkow, one of London’s goddesses of green,
launched ecoLIVING London, a nonprofit, community-based organization and social enterprise. Its
mandate is to support Londoners in making daily
lifestyle choices that have a positive impact the
health of themselves, their family and the planet.
EcoLiving accomplishes this by helping Londoners
find resources and developing skills to green their
lives –at home, work and play; by highlighting green
businesses; supporting local eco-friendly non-profits,
charities and community groups; and much more.
Visit their beautiful designed website and check out
this hub of excitement and information for yourself.
Within its pages, you can find recipes, a variety of
blogs (from health & beauty to pets & wildlife), advice and tips, and a community calendar containing
eco-events around the city (hosted by themselves or
by other orgs. in London). Visit them at
www.ecolivinglondon.org.

...taking a another look at an old favourite

Think Like Earth with The Earth Path
Reviewed by Jennifer Hanke

HarperSanFransisco, 2004

I am sitting in my home spot in the centre of my garden. many distractions--distracting us from our inner lives,
First, I ground. See my body growing roots into the earth. and connections with the earth.
Feel the warm energy from below being brought up
With The Earth Path, Starhawk explores the same themes
through my feet, legs, torso and out the top of my head
like branches in their energetic state. Then, observe. Close she has explored in many of her past books but with an
incredible blend of intellectual, inspiration and practical
my eyes and sense the environment with my
bite. It’s the type of book you could revisit for
nose and ears. See what they notice. Done in
years because the thinking is so comprehen“This
book
is
repetition, this simple series of actions is
sive. She articulately exposes how our culture
full
of
prayer.
teaching me awareness of the subtle environis has gotten so far away from ecological
Active go and
ment—inside and outside. These teachings are
thinking. She believes we have become
do it prayer.”
some of the many gems I found in The Earth
increasingly distant from our connected
Path by Starhawk.
ancestry that it is possible to do disastrous
The Earth Path is a book of many layers: mysticism, ritual things- like genetically alter nature in laboratories. This is
a book with solutions for training your
frameworks, and Starhawk’s personal journals. It also
mind to live in these times.
includes gardening insights from permaculture theory. I
The Earth Path goes beyond the “101
read it this summer while planting my first garden. It
things to do to help the earth”
served as a kind of guide to the invisibles of garden
concept. Starhawk does not think in a
know-how such as tending to the edges, and looking for
energy flows. It sat in my personal sanctuary space a full reductionist manner but candidly
two months for prayer and reflection. This book is full of shares how to think like Earth. She
does it well. THAT we can really learn
prayer. Active, go and do it prayer. We need more and
more of that practice in a world that is a constant force of from.
Circle members enjoy these and other books in our library collection. Circle member loan period: 2 months

Upcoming Events at The Circle...
Open Circle
…ritual, spirituality, activism and the mystical experience of women gathered to reflect on the sacred in our lives.
Last Wednesday of the month, Merici Lounge, Brescia, 7:30 p.m. Members: free, Non-members: $2.
All Women Welcome!

25 November When in Doubt...Dance! Facilitated by Caroll Halford. Bring an open heart, a playful spirit, and a
desire to celebrate the sacred through dance. No experience necessary; wear comfortable clothing
and footwear.
26 January

Revisiting The Goddess Remembered. Facilitated by Kim Young Milani. Watch this stunning and
classic film featuring renown feminist spirituality scholars such as Starhawk, Jean Bolen and
Charlene Spretnak. Discussion to follow.

Saturday 27 November from 10 am - 3 pm

Friday 11 February - Sunday 13 February 2010

MORE Than a Book Sale

Brighid Festival 2010 :

The Circle’s Annual Fundraiser
...a great array of gently used books, over 20
local artisans booths, live harp music
provided by Jennifer White, amazing draws, free
refreshments, plus for the first time: O’Shea’s
FARMER’S MARKET! Proceeds support The Circle
library, programs & events. Please bringing your own
bag! Books to donate? Call us at 432-8353 ext. 28288.
Brescia Auditorium. Free Parking.
Monday 6 December, Noon

Ritual of Re-Membering
This year we commemorate the 20th anniversary
of the Montreal Massacre and the gender-based
murder of 14 women students. The Ritual of
Re-Membering seeks to honour the loss of their
young lives and the lives of all women that have been
lost to gender-based violence. The ritual moves through
our grief and sadness into hope and power for
transformation and change. A Sophia Series Event.
Brescia Auditorium. Free Parking.

...and beyond
Stained Glass Groups - Lynette Richards of Rose Window
Stained Glass welcomes people of all skill levels to learn
& practice stained glass & mosaic at her studio! For upcoming dates: 519-673-4976, lynette@rose-window.com
More info: www.rose-window.com
Sacred Circle Dancing - every Wed., 7:30 to 9:00 pm,
Christ Anglican Church, 138 Wellington St. at Hill St.,
$5. No previous dance experience necessary. More info:
Caroll at 519-433-7792 or redshawlwoman@rogers.com
Sat. 6 Nov. - Whatever Happened to the Fairy
Godmother?...a Day for Women with Mary Hamilton,
10am - 4pm, Waldorf School, $75 (incl lunch). Info &
registration: Helen Battler, soulquest@primus.ca or 519266-9400.
Sat. 13 Nov. - Relax & Nurture - Restorative Yoga with

Born Connected, Born Remembering
with Dr. Mary Condren
A weekend of spirituality, ritual, lecture, workshops, music
and dance in community with women. This weekend aims
to embrace the figure of Brighid as a spiritual role model
or guide and as a metaphor that emboldens us. Come
nourish yourself with the stories and myths that stretch
back from our own time to predate organized religion.
Come play with song and movement, take part in
creative workshops, listen to teachings by Mary Condren;
delight in the bounty and beauty of our own stories,
sharing meals, and join in the fun of and joy of a Saturday night céilidh (musical gathering). Through all these,
we will reconnect and remember to more deeply trust
ourselves and our stories- our own and each others.
Weekend fee (incl. meals): Circle Members: $220.00,
Non-members: $250.00. Registration is now open!
December 2010 - The launching our

New Circle Website

www.thecircle.ca
New design, Twitter & Facebook links and a new
Circle BLOG written by Jennifer Hanke. Stay tuned!
Deborah Mareyna, 10am-noon, Oakridge Wellness
Centre, 759 Hyde Pk. Rd., Suite 254 $40.
Info: 519-645-2332, dmareyna@sympatico.ca.
Sat. 13 & Sun. 14 Nov. - Earth Rhythms Woman’s
Workshop, facilitated by Lorenna Bousquet-Kacera, The
Living Centre, Lambeth, ON, $125.00. Info &
registration: 519-652-9109 or www.thelivingcentre.com
Sun. 14 Nov. - The Enchanted Arts Show & Sale,
10:30am-5:00pm, Elsie Perrin Williams Estate,
101 Windermere Rd., free admission & parking.
22-26 Nov. - Days of Stillness, Medaille Retreat House
We invite you to explore the peacefulness of standing
back from busyness in order to ‘be still’. More info:
519-641-1379 or medaille@csj.london.on.ca

